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Abstract:
The rapid development of 2019-2020 Wuhan seafood market pneumonia currently posed a
major public health concern in China. Genome sequencing identified a novel beta-coronavirus
closely related to SARS-CoV, named 2019-nCoV by WHO, as the cause of this pandemic
disease. Viruses with single stranded RNA genome are prone to evolve quickly by
accumulation of mutations, such as SNV, INDEL and cross viral recombination, aiding fast
transmission among hosts and cross species. Here we collected related genome sequences and
investigated variations shared by different strains of 2019-nCoV, identified reoccurrence of
SNV mutations in clusters of patients, an indication of rapid evolution of 2019-nCoV at the
transmission from animal host to human. The information collected herein would help to
understand the dynamics of current pandemic.
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Introduction:
As of Feb. 2nd, 2020, the 2019-2020 Wuhan seafood market pneumonia pandemic has reached
more than 17,000 infected cases and caused 361 deaths in China (information obtained from
the website publication of the National Health Commission of China). It currently posed a
major public health concern both in China and internationally with rapid development (1-7).

A quick search of the cause resulted in the identification of a novel coronavirus, named 2019nCoV, which has not been previously reported, in the subgenus of sarbecovirus. DNA
sequencing indicated that this coronavirus contained ~30kb of single strand RNA genome
(ssRNA) (GenBank: MN908947, posting on Virological.org website, communicated by
Edward C. Holmes, University of Sydney on behalf of the consortium led by Professor YongZhen Zhang, Fudan University, Shanghai, http://virological.org/t/novel-2019-coronavirusgenome/319)(8). Multiple studies analyzed different strains of 2019-nCoV revealed its close
relationship with SARS-CoV that caused 2002-2003 SARS pandemic pneumonia, and with
several bat SARS-CoV related genomes, supporting the argument that 2019-nCoV may have
transmitted from bat to human as well (2, 6, 9). In-depth phylogenic analysis indicated that
2019-nCoV shares 96% identity with a bat coronavirus strain RaTG13 and 79% of SARS-CoV
(6, 10). It has been evidenced that frequent recombination happens among related coronavirus
and fast evolution of 2019-nCoV genome with mutations has been proposed after among
human transmission (10-14). Here we investigated publicly available 2019-nCoV genome
sequences for such evidence.

Results:
We downloaded 53 genome sequences from 2019-nCoV and SARS, SARS-like virus
sequences from GenBank, National Genomics Data Center of Beijing Institute of Genomics
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(BIGD), and Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID) databases (Table 1).
53 complete genome sequences were then aligned with ClustalO algorithms online server at
EBI (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/)(15). Alignments of sequences then were
imported into JalViewer 2.0.11.0(16) for visualization. We also downloaded the metadata and
mutation mapping data against 2019-nCoV reference genome (GenBank: NC_045512) from
2019 Novel Coronavirus Resource of BIGD to gain information of genome variations.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree reconstruction of 2019-nCoV with related SARS viral genomes.
Whole genome sequences of 2019-nCoV, two bat SARS-like sequence, RaTG13, two civet
SARS and one SARS-CoV from human were aligned and phylogenetic tree was reconstructed
with NJ with 100 bootstrap replications. SARS sequences were used to root the tree.
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Table 1. 2019-nCoV Genome Sequences (Obtained from BIGD 2020-02-02 for genome wide mutation analysis)*

*The following 4 sequences were obtained from GenBank for analysis:
AY572038.1_SARS_civet020,/1-29683, AY714217_SARS_coronavirus_CDC#200301157,/1-29727, MG772933_Bat_SARSlike_coronavirus_isolate_bat-SL-CoVZC45,/1-29802, MG772934_Bat_SARS-like_coronavirus_isolate_bat-SL-CoVZXC21,/1-29732
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Whole genome sequence alignment of 2019-nCoV together with human SARS, civet SARS,
several bat SARS like CoV related virus supported previous conclusion that 2019-nCoV most
closely clusters with a novel bat RaTG13 coronavirus (GenBank: MN996532)(6) and two bat
SARS-like CoV strains (GenBank: MG772933 and MG772934, Figure 1)(2, 14). However,
there is very limited diversity among these sequenced 2019-nCoV genomes, in line with the
notion that 2019-nCoV was a recent jump from its original host to human population. In
addition, as there have been evidences that recombination frequently occurs within the family
of betacoronavirus, rendering the accuracy of whole genome phylogeny analysis, we further
analyzed the essential ORF1ab and Spike/S proteins. Results support the close relationship
between bat RaTG13 strain and 2019-nCoV (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Phylogenetic trees reconstruction of ORF1ab and Spike/S protein. Protein sequence
of eleven 2019-nCoV, RaTG13, two bat SARS-like, one civet and one human SARS viral
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proteins for ORF1ab (A) and Spike protein (B) were aligned and phylogenetic tree was
reconstructed with NJ with 100 bootstrap replications. SARS sequences were used to root the
tree.

After careful removal of false positive mutations obtained as of 2/19/2020 from BIGD, we
collected shared SNVs of each sample against the reference genome (GenBank: NC_045512).
We observed that there are at least 9 SNVs, with at least two occurrences in these samples
analyzed (Table 2).

Table 2. SNV identified with two or more occurrences

These data were visually verified in sequence alignment (Figure 3). We noticed that SNV8782, SNV-28144 and SNV-29085 were shared by these samples:
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF012/2020|EPI_ISL_403932,
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF013/2020|EPI_ISL_403933,
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF025/2020|EPI_ISL_403935, MN938384.1_2019-nCoV_HKUSZ-002a_2020, MN975262.1_2019-nCoV_HKU-SZ-005b_2020, BetaCoV/Shenzhen/SZTH002/2020|EPI_ISL_406593, MN997409.1_2019-nCoV/USA-AZ1/2020, BetaCoV/Japan/TY-
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WK-012/2020|EPI_ISL_408665, BetaCoV/Japan/TY-WK-501/2020|EPI_ISL_408666 and
BetaCoV/Japan/TY-WK-521/2020|EPI_ISL_408667.

SNV-8782 and SNV-28144 were shared additionally by samples: NMDC6001300204_BetaCoV/Wuhan/WH-04/2019, MN985325.1_2019-nCoV/USA-WA1/2020,
MN994467.1_2019-nCoV/USA-CA1/2020 (Figure 3), and by additional strains obtained
between 2/2/2020 and 2/19/2020 in BIGD database:
BetaCoV/Australia/NSW01/2020|EPI_ISL_407893,
BetaCoV/Australia/QLD01/2020|EPI_ISL_407894,
BetaCoV/Australia/QLD02/2020|EPI_ISL_407896, BetaCoV/Belgium/GHB03021/2020|EPI_ISL_407976, BetaCoV/Chongqing/YC01/2020|EPI_ISL_408478,
BetaCoV/England/01/2020|EPI_ISL_407071, BetaCoV/England/02/2020|EPI_ISL_407073
BetaCoV/Japan/TY-WK-012/2020|EPI_ISL_408665, BetaCoV/Japan/TY-WK501/2020|EPI_ISL_408666, BetaCoV/Japan/TY-WK-521/2020|EPI_ISL_408667,
BetaCoV/Sichuan/IVDC-SC-001/2020|EPI_ISL_408484,
BetaCoV/Taiwan/NTU01/2020|EPI_ISL_408489,
BetaCoV/USA/IL2/2020|EPI_ISL_410045, BetaCoV/Vietnam/VR0338142/2020|EPI_ISL_408668, BetaCoV/Yunnan/IVDC-YN-003/2020|EPI_ISL_408480.
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Figure 3. Sequence alignment of 2019-nCoV strains with SARS related viral genomes
centered around SNV-8782, SNV-28144, SNV-29095, SNV-20670-9, SNV-21707, SNV24325 and SNV-28854. Sequences were aligned with strain names on the left. Each SNV were
labeled on the top of alignment screenshot respectively. Consensus sequence were masked blue.
Number denotes the location in reference genome.

Samples

of

MN938384.1_2019-nCoV_HKU-SZ-002a_2020,

nCoV_HKU-SZ-005b_2020,

MN975262.1_2019-

BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF012/2020|EPI_ISL_403932,

BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF013/2020|EPI_ISL_403933,
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF025/2020|EPI_ISL_403935,

BetaCoV/Shenzhen/SZTH-

002/2020|EPI_ISL_406593, were all collected from patients in Shenzhen, Guangdong
province, indicating the infection was likely due to a local transmission in the area; Samples of
NMDC60013002-04_BetaCoV/Wuhan/WH-04/2019,

and

internationally

isolated

MN985325.1_2019-nCoV/USA-WA1/2020 and MN994467.1_2019-nCoV/USA-CA1/2020
may also traced back to Wuhan travels, indicating SNV-8782 and SNV-28144 may be from
parental viral ancestor and within which, SNV-29085 was derived.
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The above prediction was supported that MN938384.1_2019-nCoV_HKU-SZ-002a_2020 and
MN975262.1_2019-nCoV_HKU-SZ-005b_2020 that have been reported as an example of
cluster transmission (17), indicating either fast evolution of 2019-nCoV viral genome from a
single common ancestor passed down into human population, or spillover of multiple common
viral ancestors from the natural reservoir of virus host to human.

We also noticed that SNV-21707 are shared by three samples collected in Zhuhai, Guangdong
province by the Guangdong Provincial Center for Diseases Control and Prevention between
Jan. 17 and Jan. 22 of 2020: BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF028/2020|EPI_ISL_403936,
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF040/2020|EPI_ISL_403937,
BetaCoV/Guangdong/20SF174/2020|EPI_ISL_406531, these are likely derived from a single
cluster of infected patients. Similarly, SNV-20670-9, SNV-23569, SNV-28854 and SNV24325 were collected at the same location within a short time frame, such as SNV-24325 are
shared

by

two

samples:

GWHABKK00000000-BetaCoV/Wuhan/WIV02/2019

and

NMDC60013002-06_BetaCoV/Wuhan/WH19008/2019, which were collected on Dec. 30th of
2019 in Wuhan by two different labs, indicating that SNV may also have been derived from a
common cluster of infected patients.

Discussion:
2019-nCoV contains a single positive single strand RNA genome of ~30kb in size. 2019-nCoV
has been shown to be closely related to SARS and SARS related virus in human and in natural
bat reservoir at genomic sequences and amino acid sequences of coded protein levels from
phylogeny analysis.
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It is expected to see that the ssRNA genome containing 2019-nCoV will evolve fast as it is
transmitted among human population. Our data analysis showed, as of Feb. 2nd, we have
observed multiple reoccurrence SNVs in individual positions of multiple strains along its
genome. These sequence variations are unlikely to be sequencing errors and occur in multiple
samples collected in different locations.

With publicly available information associated with the sequences in hand, we speculated that
there may be at least two possibilities explaining this observation: (1) due to fast evolvement
of viral genome in human from a single common virus ancestor, fast enough to obtain these
SNVs to diverge from its common viral ancestor. (2) multiple virus ancestors were transmitted
from its host to human at the time of cross species transmission. While we are unable to
distinguish these two possibilities at this moment, but it will be clear with sequencing data
accumulation and identification of its natural host for 2019-nCoV.

However, at this moment, the impact of these mutations among these viruses are not clear,
close monitoring of the fast evolution of viral genome is needed that may aid patient care due
to this pandemic coronavirus.
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